
 
 
 
 
 
This workout is completely optional; the most important part of you summer 
is to DO THE SMALL EVERYDAY THINGS LIKE STICKHANDLE AND SHOOT, STAY 
ACTIVE and EAT WELL. Stay active by playing another sport, going fishing, 
hiking, playing with friends, doing anything OUTSIDE. Spending your summer 
sitting on the couch playing video games, watching TV and eating junk food is 
UNACCEPTABLE. Not staying active will hurt not just your performance but it 
will impact our team’s performance as well, do not let our team down. 
 

- All exercises (weights, repetitions, etc.) can be adjusted accordingly, this workout plan is 
just to give each player a general idea of exercises he/she can do. 

- This is NOT a mandatory workout program, it is just to give players a possible workout 
program for the summer. 

- In agility and power exercises, focus on exploding and being quick on the start, the 
purpose of these exercises are not to make you extremely tired, but to work on your 
agility and power, DO NOT SACRIFICE FORM. 

- Good form is CRITICAL, if you do not know the proper form for a certain exercise then do 
an exercise that you do know the proper form for; or if you become too tired to do an 
exercise with the proper form stop and either rest or move on to a new exercise 

- DO NOT do workouts on back to back days, your body needs time to rest and recover 
from workouts, 3 workouts a week should be the goal. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE SQUIRT GOLD “STANDARD” 
 



1) WARMUP (5-10 min) 
- Jog, Bike, Jump Rope 

2) DYNAMIC WARMUP/STRETCH (each side 2 x 20 yds) 
- high knees 
- butt kicks 
- Frankenstein walk/kick hands out front 
- front lunge 
- backwards lunge 
- side lunge (L/R) 
- shuffle (L/R) 
- hip rotations 
- leg swings 
- sumo squats 

3) AGILITY/FOOT SPEED (Choose 4-5 Exercises) 
- Speed ladders (choose 4-6 drills to do, 2x) 
- Build-Up Sprints (50 yds, reach top speed by end of sprint, 4x) 
- Sprints (2x 10 yds, 2x 20 yds, 2x 30 yds) [focus on quick starts] 
- Side Start/Crossover sprints (10 yds, 4x each side) [quick starts] 
- one knee side start (10 yds, 4x each side) [quick starts + open hips] 
- backwards one knee start (10 yds, 4x each side) [open hips] 
- jump start sprints (10 yds, 3 quick squat jumps to sprint) 
- small hurdle/line jumps (20 secs, 3x each side) [speed!!] 
          - two feet (side, front/back) 
          - one foot (side, front/back) 
          - square/cross (+) [one foot and two feet both ways] 
 
4) POWER (Choose 3-4 Exercises) 
- Lunge Jumps (stay in place) 3 x 20-30 sec 
- Skater Jumps (explode up and out, 3 x 5-10 each side) 
- Squat Jumps (keep good form, once form begins to suffer, stop, 3 x 6-10) 
- 2 foot broad jumps (3 x 6-10) 
- 1 foot broad jumps (forward, stick landing, 3x5 each side) 
- Burpees (don't let form suffer, make sure to explode, 3 x 5 
 
5) STRENGTH (Choose 4-5 exercises) 
- Body Weight Squats (can add weight by holding dumbbells, slow, not a fast exercise) 3 x 10 
- Push up-pyramid (1 up to 5 then 5 back down to 1, increase at will) 
- wide push ups, diamond push ups, clap push ups 
- split squats (3 x 6) 
- lunge squats (3 x 6) 
- wall sits (3 x 45 sec, adjust accordingly and can add weight) 
- Pull Ups (3 sets of maximum reps) 
 
6) CORE (Choose 4-5 exercises) 
- Planks (forward plank for 1 minute and side for 30 sec each side, can change time accordingly) 
- V-ups (3 x 10) 
- Toe Touches (feet straight in air, 3 x 10-15) 
- Sit-Ups (bring chest/head straight up to ceiling, 3 x 10) 
- Bicycles (2 x 20 each side) 
- Russian Twist ( 2 x 20 each side, can add weight as you progress) 
- Core (planks, suitcase situps, toe touches, heel touches, V-ups) 
 
7) STRETCH 

EVERYDAY STUFF 
- Stickhandle for 20-30 Minutes 
- Shoot 100 Pucks-wrist, snap, slap, shovel, backhand-

quality not quantity! 
- Balance Work 

 


